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MARRIAGE AS AN INSTITUTION IN MODERN SOCIETY 

REFLECTED IN ASA HARRISON’S THE SILENT WIFE:  

A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH 
 

Abstrak 
 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk meneliti pandangan tentang pernikahan oleh 

masyarakat modern di The Silent Wife karya A.S.A. Harrison, hubungannya 

dengan masyarakat di sekitar penulis, dan alasan penulis menggambarkan 

pernikahan di novelnya. Dalam meneliti The Silent Wife, penelitian ini 

menggunakan pendekatan sosiologi dengan tiga perspektif sosiologi literatur yang 

dicetuskan oleh Wellek dan Warren (1949). Pandangan pernikahan yang A.S.A. 

Harrison coba tekankan di The Silent Wife adalah cinta tanpa pernikahan, 

pernikahan yang dilandaskan cinta, dan pernikahan tanpa adanya cinta. Dengan 

meneliti latar belakang biografi penulis—termasuk kondisi pernikahan di 

lingkungannya—dan hubungannya dengan penggambaran pernikahan yang ada di 

The Silent Wife, hasilnya mengindikasikan bahwa The Silent Wife memberikan 

penggambaran yang sangat jelas mengenai pernikahan di United States, terutama 

di Illinois. Canada yang merupakan daerah asli penulis memiliki hukum 

pernikahan yang berbeda dengan Illinois. Maka, hasil dari penelitian ini juga 

mengindikasikan bahwa The Silent Wife ditulis dengan maksud untuk mengritik 

hukum pernikahan yang ada di Illinois. 
  

Kata Kunci: pernikahan, cinta, pendekatan sosiologi, Illinois, United States 
 

Abstract 
 

This research aims to investigate the views of marriage in modern society in The 

Silent Wife by A.S.A. Harrison, its relation to the society in the author’s 

surroundings, and the author‘s reason in depicting marriage in the novel. In 

analyzing The Silent Wife, this research uses sociological approach with the three 

perspective presented by Wellek and Warren (1949). The views of marriage that 

A.S.A. Harrison tries to emphasize are love without marriage, marriage based on 

love, and marriage without love. By investigating the author’s biographical 

background—including the condition of marriage in her circumstances—and its 

relation to the depiction of marriage in The Silent Wife, the result indicates that 

The Silent Wife gives a clear depiction of marriage in United States, especially in 

Illinois. Canada as the author’s state of origin has different marriage law with 

Illinois. Thus, the result of the study also indicates that The Silent Wife was 

written as a means to criticize the marriage law in Illinois.  
 

Keyword: marriage, love, sosiological approach, Illinois, United States 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Marriage has undergone a change in meaning in society over the years. Building a 

relationship through a bond of marriage seems to be less concerned in this modern 
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time and, as the result, cohabiting is what society much prefer as time passed by. 

In some countries, cohabitation is also the same as common-law marriage. 

Cohabitation itself is described as a relationship where unmarried couple live 

together.  It is said to be “a step towards marriage and an alternative way to 

marriage“ (Copen, Daniels, & Mosher, 2013, p. 2). Thus, how cohabitation is 

viewed can affect the interpretation of marriage as an institution. For example, if 

cohabitation is viewed as a step towards or temporary phase before marriage, it is 

interpreted as a cause of a postponment of marriage. Either way, if cohabitation is 

viewed as an alternative way to marriage, then it is interpreted as a cause of the 

declined of marriage in the future.  

In accordance with defining marriage and how it is important for society to 

aware of this matter, many writers are inspired to create a literary work related to 

this issue. One of them is a Canadian writer, A.S.A. Harrison, through her first 

psychological thriller novel entitled The Silent Wife published in 2013. This is her 

first and last debut in writing novel because right before the publishing of the 

novel was done, in the same year, she passed away. She had written four non-

fiction books as well.  

In The Silent Wife, A.S.A. Harrison tells a story about a couple, Jodi Brett 

and Todd Gilbert, and their twenty years marriage-like life. Meaning, they have 

been together but unmarried and also childless. Jodi was the one who refused to 

be in a marriage because she did not see the need for it either. Jodi who is a 

psychotherapist and had BA degree, couple of Master Degree, and now going to 

have her Ph.D. is said to be an independent woman. Todd, on the other hand, is a 

developer which indicates that he has no problem with his financial life. With this 

kind of qualities they have, they both are seen as a perfect couple. They had a 

constant and comfortable life together until one day, Todd has an affair with 

Natasha Kovacs, who is the daughter of his best friend, Dean Kovacs. It is not the 

first time Todd cheated on Jodi because monogamy does not seem to come 

naturally to him. However, this time, Natasha who is pregnant makes the 

difference. Todd is going to marry her and Jodi who had been tolerable enough to 

Todd’s cheating behaviour is now losing her patient. This forces Jodi to confront 
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the truth regarding their relationship that she has always told to herself that it did 

not matter: she is not Todd’s wife. Meaning, she has no legal claim to Todd’s 

assets as well as his construction business. Therefore, if Todd decides to leave 

Jodi and marry Natasha, then she will get nothing. In the end, Todd got killed by 

someone and more than one person had the motives, including Jodi, Dean, and 

Natasha herself. 

Denial and betrayal are indeed the most visible issues appeared in The 

Silent Wife, nevertheless, views of marriage as an institution catches the 

researcher’s special attention. Jodi Brett with her extraordinary mind can be said 

as a feminist and this could also be one of the reasons why she refuses to marry 

Todd Gilbert. Natasha, on the other hand, has her own reason why she wants to 

marry Todd, and Todd in vice versa. There are more characters in The Silent Wife 

who have their own reason on why they want and do not want to marry someone. 

In result, this leads to their views towards marriage.  

In relation to this, it is knowledgeable that a literary work is a reflection of 

society. Having the fact that The Silent Wife was published in 2013, one of the 

year in modern era, the trends of marriage at the time until the present time is 

usually followed by cohabitation especially in western countries (Bumpas & Lu, 

2000). A.S.A. Harrison who was born in Canada surely has been aware of this 

phenomenon. That is why the researcher strongly believes that The Silent Wife is 

the novel which really reflects the phenomena of marriage in the society at that—

and probably this—time. Therefore, the idea of conducting a research about 

marriage as an institution in modern society reflected in this novel becomes an 

interesting topic to be analyzed, even more by using a sociological approach to 

support the research.  

2. METHOD 

This research is a qualitative research. Verbal expression, then, is required in this 

type of study. Sherman and Webb (1988) stated that “qualitative research is 

concerned with meaning as they appear to, or are achieved by persons in lived 

social situations“ ( p. 175). The researcher uses descriptive method as well. 

Nassaji (2015) said that the goal of descriptive research is to describe a 
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phenomenon and its characteristics. The writer implements the descriptive method 

due to the data analysis that is presented descriptively. Henceforth, the type of the 

data in this research is qualitative data since it is in the form of words and 

extended text. The primary source of this data is from the novel by A.S.A. 

Harrison entitled The Silent Wife. The secondary sources are from journal articles 

on the internet related to this issue, that is, marriage and related to the object that 

the researcher wants to examine, that is, The Silent Wife by A.S.A. Harrison. In 

order to collect the data, the researcher uses observation as the method. The 

researcher observes the object of the study by observing the plot of the story, the 

characterization, and the paper organizations that the novel has. Moreover, the 

writer first reads and underlines the important things in the novel such as the 

dialogues and the narration that consist of the information that can support and 

develop the research. Afterwards, the writer selects the data collected that support 

the problem that is being discussed. After the data is collected, the writer analyzes 

the data systematically using sociological approach to answer these questions: 

How are the views of marriage in modern society in the novel? How does the 

story relate to the society at that time? Why does the author depict the idea of 

marriag in her novel? 

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

Many individuals forgo marriage but choose to engage in cohabitation or 

common-law marriage due to reasons like avoiding complicated dissolution, 

saving money from wedding ceremony (Stanton, 2011; Sassler, 2004), and simply 

want to prove that their love is not measurable by a contract paper (Chatel, n.d). In 

relation to this case, A.S.A. Harrison seems to capture this phenomena of love 

without marriage as her issue that she put into the life story of one of the 

characters in her novel. In The Silent Wife, Jodi Brett is the one character who 

refuse to marry. Nevertheless, her reason to forgo marriage is not simply because 

of the above reasons. Jodi Brett attitude in forgoing marriage is much more 

affected by her family whose marriage appears to be broken. People who have 

experienced marriage breakdown from their parents may have less faith in formal 

marriage (Oliver, 2008). This is what happens to Jodi as she has lost her faith in 
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marriage as an institution that can provide happiness and security. Regarding her 

decision not to have family, she sees marriage as the way to make family. 

Whereas, a desire to have family—and by family means having children as an 

heir—is not the only reason to marry (Office of Population Censuses & 

Demographic Review, 1977).  

Regardless her less faith in marriage, Jodi Brett, however, still believes in 

love. Spending twenty-years of togetherness in one roof, Jodi had devoted herself 

to take care of Todd. Filling the relationship with the same daily patterns like 

those who are in a marriage, Jodi Brett sees her non-legal relationship with Todd 

Gilbert as permanent. On the other hand, when most couples regard their 

relationship as pemanent, they will usually change their status into marriage 

(Oliver, 2008). This does not work with Jodi Brett. Jodi Brett does not see that 

permanency is associated with marriage, same as several couples think about 

permanency and marriage (Oliver, 2008). Neither does she on stability and 

security since she has already got them from her unmarried relationship with Todd 

Gilbert. Jodi Brett had ever been proposed by Todd Gilbert many times, yet her 

response was not likely a yes. This view ties well with the answer of the 

interviewed couple towards their reasons for not marrying reported by Dawn 

Oliver (2008) which state that “marriage would not improve and might even 

damage the relationship“ (p. 214).  

The modern idea of marriage which mainly focuses on love and 

companionship as stated by Gendler (2014) apparently does appear in The Silent 

Wife. Some characters in The Silent Wife who see marriage as a union that has to 

be based on love are Dean Kovacs, Alison, Natasha Kovacs, and Todd Gilbert. 

Not only show that marriage is a union based on love, but these characters also 

show that if there happens to be a love between both parties in any relationship, it 

should be followed by marriage.  

In current time, Todd is having such a common-law marriage with Jodi Brett 

and, simultanously, having an affair with Natasha Kovacs. He loves both of them 

and treat them well. Todd’s love for Jodi Brett does not need to be questioned 

anymore. The first time he met her and the days after, as described in the novel, he 
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felt that Jodi is the “solidly in his life“ (p. 95). Thus, as he find himself longing to 

get Jodi Brett in a whole, he make the relationship between them become deeper 

and deeper. Todd, then, had the intention to make a further relationship with Jodi. 

Henceforth, marriage is what comes to Todd’s thought for the first time. This 

suggests that Todd Gilbert sees her relationship with Jodi Brett as a prelude to a 

marriage. This is in accordance with findings reported by Brown and Booth 

(1996) that said “Cohabitors with plans to marry their partner likely view their 

current living arrangement as a stepping stone to marriage“ (p. 671). After more 

than twenty years of their marriage-like life, Todd started to feel empty. As a man 

who is in a relationship with someone, he obviously wanted to prove himself in 

what other men also do, that is, building a family. This implies that Todd Gilbert 

desired to have children and by children means family. Study found that a 

presence of biological children can boost the quality of the relationship (Brown & 

Booth, 1996). While he cannot get this from Jodi, he search for it in other woman; 

He found it in Natasha Kovacs. 

At first, Todd does not think to go on a serious thing with Natasha. But he 

admits that he loves her. Todd realizes that as a man, becoming a father is a 

greatest pride. Therefore, after knowing that Natasha is pregnant, Todd has this 

kind of mixed feeling because that would mean he has to leave Jodi. As far as he 

knows, it is not something he wants to do. Yet, in between, he feels happy that he 

will became a father. In the end, Natasha’s pregnancy makes Todd turns his 

direction to Natasha. Again, his love towards his woman leads him to the 

intention of marrying her.  

Dean’s wife died ten years ago but he still admires her a lot. Yet, in a 

description about Dean Kovacs from Todd’s voice, he said that Dean used to 

engage in multiple affairs while his wife was still alive. Dean might have sexual 

desire on many women, but love is another thing. Love can help a person to stay 

commit, even when tempted by romantic alternatives (Gonzaga, et.al., 2008).  

In the recent years, Dean had a string of girlfriends as well. Nevertheless, none 

of them are as good as his perfect dead wife which makes Dean not to be in 

marriage with anyone. In Dean’s view, marriage is a bond that ties two people 
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who loves each other. This indicates that love is the important reason for Dean to 

marry someone. Referring this to the study by Fowler (2007), marriages today are 

entered into as a public manifestation of love. This is also confirmed by Beigel 

(1951) that love “has been regarded as the most important prerequisite to 

marriage.“ (p. 326).  

Alison had ever married twice and ended up divorced in both marriage. Her 

first husband named Renny is the one whom she is crazy about. The courtship 

between them was full of sex, enjoyful rides on Renny’s Harley, and cocaine. Yet, 

their marriage only lasted under a month. However, although Renny only comes 

to Alison when he needs something,  Alison still loves him. In her statement she 

said: 

“I’m crazy about that man. I’d marry him again if he’d ever grow up.“  

(Harrison, 2013, p. 63-64) 

Through Alison’s statement above, it is clear that she married him because she 

was in love with him, would marry him again because her feeling towards him 

still exists, and therefore how Renny treats her until now drives her crazy.  

Natasha is Dean’s daughter and she is the girl whom Todd has an affair with. 

Her father, of course, is very much against their relationship when he knows about 

this. Dean does not consider her daughter’s pregnancy and relationship with Todd 

are based on love. However, as what is described by Todd about Natasha, he said 

that as a senior-year student which will graduate soon, she has not had any 

thought about career yet. Instead, she would like to get married and start a family. 

She feels her wishes are going to be real with Todd beside her. Saying that Todd 

would make an excellent father. Todd himself admitted that he never thought that 

Natasha wanted to be with Todd forever. Nevertheless, Natasha is being serious 

about marrying Todd as can be seen in her statement below: 

“If we’re getting married in June, and you promised me that, then we 

need to start planning the wedding, and we need to look for a place to 

live.“ (Harrison, 2013, p. 45) 

The above statement consists steps of building a new life together. Whereas 

Natasha knows all along that Todd is still with Jodi. That means it will not be an 
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easy move for Todd to leave everything that he has built with Jodi behind. 

Natasha is probably only being a rush in interpreting things with Todd. However, 

even it was only a teenager’s love, it is still love. Therefore, her idea about getting 

married is the result of love. Also, what makes her to feel the marriage needs to be 

done soon is her pregnancy. 

Not all abused or unloved wives divorce their husbands. Research has shown 

that wives who are often mistreated by their husband, for example, will remain 

with their husbands because of economic dependency that constrain them 

(Steinmetz, 1987). In The Silent Wife, the characters who are experiencing a 

marriage without love are Jodi’s parents and Todd’s parents.  

The condition of Jodi’s family was full of pretense. Jodi who was still a child 

slowly noticed the silence between her parents. It was in her consultation with 

Gerard Hartmann, a counseling psychologist like herself but was older and had 

more experience, that Jodi told the situation in her family looked like as expressed 

in the following: 

“Sometimes it made me laugh. When there were dinner guests and my 

parents were fawning over them—you know, focus on the guests so 

you don’t have to talk to your spouse—“ (Harrison, 2013, p. 87) 

By saying this, Jodi had no idea whether her parents not speaking to each 

other was a big deal for her parents or not. She did not realize this until she got 

older. She saw that everybody in her hometown knew what was going on with her 

family and pitied her mother.  

Later, still in Jodi’s consultation with Gerard, she told about the day when she 

followed her father to a place where she saw her father entered a house of a 

woman. At that time she knew that the woman is a widow. She understood what 

her father did there. Yet, she neither said anything to her mother about it nor her 

father. Had her mother leave her father, that would have meant breaking up the 

family and it would not be good for children being in a broken family. Jodi’s 

mother thought is straight with Oliver (2008) when he said that people who have 

experienced marriage breakdown from their parents may have less faith in formal 
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marriage. Thus, Jodi’s mother clearly tries to protect her family from breaking up 

by not leaving her husband.  

Todd’s father was an alcoholic. His addiction to drinking was high. It was like 

his father cheated on his mother with alcohol. He was a good man, but not when 

he was drunk. He could be really destructive even to his mother. Moreover, even 

in all of his mess, his mother would still take care of him. Responding the action 

done by Todd’s mother, Jodi wonders why his mother did not leave his father as 

soon as she got treated that bad. Todd himself conveyed possible reasons on why 

his mother chose to stay, as demonstrated in the following dialogue: 

‘Your mother must have been a saint,’ she said.  

‘She should have left him years before.’  

‘Why didn’t she?’  

‘Some kind of perverse loyalty? Who knows? You can’t get inside of 

somebody else’s marriage.’  

‘I get that. However things look to other people, the marriage bond 

can be indestructible.“  

(Harrison, 2013, p. 40-42) 

Here, Todd is giving his opinion about his mother’s action towards his father, 

saying that it was probably “some kind of perverse loyalty“. In marriage, there has 

to be something to sacrifice. Loyalty that is done by Todd’s mother, according to 

Todd, is a form of sacrifice and obligation as a wife. For women it is certainly 

something to do when being in marriage. It is a thing done to honour the marriage 

itself. For marriage is something sacred and high. Therefore, love, for Todd’s 

mother, is not necessary because what important is to carry out the obligation 

itself and, moreover, to protect the family and the children as the result from the 

marriage.  

The point about marriage can be clearly seen throughout the story. It is 

somehow relatable with society nowadays concerning the marriage in this modern 

era. Therefore, the researcher applied one of three perspective of sociology of 

literature by Wellek and Warren (1949) regarding the social content of the work. 

This has something to do with literary as the reflection of society. Thus, in order 
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to see the relation between the story in The Silent Wife and the society when the 

work was written—which were included as the modern era—the researcher first 

discusses about the setting and time period in the novel in the next section. 

First, taken a look at the time sets in The Silent Wife, the story in the novel 

appears to be set a time in 1992. This can be concluded from the narration about 

Jodi and Todd in their beginning of relationship as can be seen below: 

He first met Jodi the year that Nirvana replaced Michael Jackson at 

the top of the charts, (Harrison 2013, p. 27) 

On their second date they went to see The Crying Game and afterward 

stood outside the theater talking about the movie, (Harrison, 2013, p. 

38) 

Here, The Crying Game is a british movie directed by Neil Jordan and known 

to be released in 1992 (“The Crying Game“, 2019). As for music charts that 

Nirvana took over from Michael Jackson, it was in 1992 as well (Caufield, 2018). 

Then, the story continues afterwards. Not only tells about parts of their story in 

their 20s which was in 1992, but the novel also tells the story of their life after 

twenty-years being together. As the following narration says: 

She turns the TV on and skims through the channels till she comes to 

a Seinfeld rerun. (Harrison, 2013, p. 37) 

The above narration is intended to describe the current situation of Jodi’s life. 

Then, it must be around 2012 or 2013. It is the same time when the novel was 

published. The narration mentions a television series, Seinfeld rerun, to add more 

details that the story happens in the time when the novel was written because 

Seinfeld rerun has been broadcasted in 2004 until the time Harrison finished 

writing The Silent Wife (Schneider, 2015). 

Second, taken a look at the setting of place in The Silent Wife, the story in the 

novel takes place in Chicago, Illinois. It can be seen in the following narration 

about Jodi Brett: 

She came to Chicago as a student more than twenty years ago and felt 

immediately at home. (Harrison, 2013, p. 12) 
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Now, having more details that the story sets in Illinois, USA, 1992-2013, 

marriage at this range of time in United States is considered as something which 

can restrict their freedom life (Flanagan & Williams, 1997). Although marriage is 

still seen as an ideal, it is now increasingly optional (Cherlin, 2005). The trends of 

marriage in some western countries showed that society at this time mostly 

engaged in another kind of relationship besides marriage: cohabitation or 

common-law marriage (Bumpass & Lu, 2000). This was such an increasing trend 

at the time and it is until now. By contrast, in the old time, it is unlikely a woman 

would refuse to marry anyone even in a young age. Family influence was much 

stronger at old time, and people were far more interested in protecting their family 

image (Cruea, 2005).  

In relation to this, Jodi Brett as the main character in The Silent Wife is 

known to refuse Todd’s proposal. She chose to be together and live together with 

Todd Gilbert without any formal and legal status. Although there was no 

declaration to name their relationship, Todd Gilbert considered it as common-law 

marriage. This means, Todd Gilbert and Jodi Brett engaged in a non-marital 

relationship—or so called common-law marriage—similar to what the modern 

society tend to do. However, Illinois law does not consider any kind of 

relationship outside marriage (“Common Law Marriage Illinois“, n.d.). This also 

similar with the statement done by Jodi’s lawyer as can be seen in the following: 

“Common-law marriage does not exist in this state.“ (Harrison, 

2013, p. 146) 

The statement above becomes another proof that the story in The Silent 

Wife is written based on the same exact situation in the author’s surrounding 

environtment at the same exact time discussed in the novel. The parallel between 

the law regarding marriage in Illinois and in the novel can be clearly seen 

throughout the above statement.  

Moreover, modern society’s perception of marriage is more concerned 

about love. This happens due to the debates related to same-sex marriage that 

imply that a union consisting two persons has to be based on love, not on what is 

socially and culturally constructed by society. Thus, sex before marriage is now 
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legally accepted by the society as it is a result of love. The pattern then become 

like this: falling in love – having sex – getting married or engaging in a common-

law marriage instead. 

In accordance with this, the characters in The Silent Wife behave the same 

way. For instance, Natasha Kovacs got pregnant before she gets married with 

Todd Gilbert. Alison fell in love with a guy named Renny, had sex with him, and 

got marry. Jodi Brett and Todd were not married, yet they love each other and had 

sex. These all are the patterns done by society at that time until now. Thus, all 

these similarities regarding the situation, the timing, the characters‘ behavior 

towards marriage in the novel is the proof that the story in The Silent Wife related 

to the issue of marriage is a reflection of the society at that time.  

Using the three perspective of sociology presented by Wallek and Warren 

(1949), the researcher relates the author biographical background to her reason in 

depicting marriage in her novel. Then, the researcher relates the reason of the 

depiction of marriage by the author to its influence to the readers.  

A.S.A. Harrison is known to be a canadian writer. She was born on March 

7, 1948, to a working class family in Toronto, Canada (Harrison, n.d.). As she 

grew up there and decided to be a writer, she started her career on writing non-

fiction books (Bosman, 2013). The Silent Wife is her first and last debut in writing 

novel  after the publishing of the novel, she passed away in 2013. Her capability 

to turn the real life phenomena into writings is what people believe to make her to 

be both a good social observer and writer, as her niece said that she “had a 

powerful need to investigate and interrogate her surroundings.“ (Harrison, n.d). 

A.S.A. Harrison’s interest in her surroundings might be a proof that The Silent 

Wife mirrors the society in her surroundings that she observed, noticing that she 

lived in the 20th until 21st century. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Implementing sociological approach to the analysis of The Silent Wife using the 

three perspectives of sociology of literature by Wellek and Warren (1949)—they 

are, the sociology of the writer, the social content of the work, and the influence 

of literature in society—leads the researcher to find out what A.S.A. Harrison as 
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the author tries to tell through the story of love and marriage that she described 

into her characters, the relation between the event in the novel and the event in the 

society in her circumstances, and the reason behind the depiction of marriage in 

her novel. It turns out that marriage in The Silent Wife varies depends on each 

character who is experiencing it. The views about marriage that A.S.A. Harrison 

emphasizes in this novel is classified into three: love without marriage, marriage 

based on love, and marriage without love. As for love without marriage, it is 

experienced by Jodi Brett; marriage based on love is experienced by Todd Gilbert, 

Dean Kovacs, Natasha Kovacs, and Alison; and marriage without love is 

experienced by Jodi’s and Todd’s parents. These characters‘ reason in engaging 

into the kind of relationship that they choose is affected by their family 

background, their effort in maintaining stability in family, and their surroundings.  

Considering the current trend about marriage in United States that shows 

the increasing of other alternative relationship such as cohabitation and common-

law marriage (Bumpass & Lu, 2000; U.S. Census Bureau, 2007), The Silent Wife 

gives a clear depiction regarding the marriage in the early twenty-first century in 

United States. It is argued that modern society focuses more on love to regard to a 

relationship (Beigel, 1951; Fowler, 2007; Gendler, 2014) and declines marriage 

because of financial reason (Stanton, 2011; Sassler, 2004). In relation to this, in 

The Silent Wife, Jodi Brett’s tendency to decline marriage and the other 

characters‘ focus on love when it comes to marriage are reflection of modern 

society’s behavior towards marriage.  

While A.S.A. Harrison herself lived in Canada, the interesting fact of The 

Silent Wife is that it sets in Illinois, Chicago. Considering that marriage is the 

issue that is depicted by the author, it seems like A.S.A. Harrison want to tell 

something to the readers regarding marriage in Illinois. Apparently, Canadian law 

recognizes common-law marriage while Illinois do not.  Thus, A.S.A. Harrison’s 

intention in depicting marriage in her novel is to criticize the law in Illinois 

regarding common-law marriage as well as to remind the readers that the ideal 

form of relationship is the one who is based on love—and will much more better 

if—followed by marriage. 
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